Resolution improvement of integral imaging based on time multiplexing sub-pixel coding method on common display panel.
Considering the limited pixel number and large pixel size of common display panel, the captured elemental images (EIs) array of high density pixels cannot be reconstructed sufficiently in the display process of integral imaging, because of matched display requirement. To solve this problem, this paper presents a novel approach to improve integral imaging resolution by designing a coded sub-pixel mask on common display panel. Specifically, multi-pixels in the captured EIs are displayed in a pixel in the common display panel with time multiplexing along with the corresponding aperture switched on/off of the coded sub-pixel mask periodically, in which the resolution of the reconstructed image is determined by the coded aperture size of the sub-pixel mask rather than the pixel size of the display panel. Then, the mapping relationship between the displayed pixel and the position of the switched on aperture of the coded sub-pixel mask is established theoretically. Computational reconstruction and optical experimental results show that this method can match the pixel number of the captured EIs with that of the display panel and the resolution of integral imaging can be improved significantly.